DEVERYLORA
THE REVOLUTIONARY GPS/LORA BEACON

• GPS positioning technology combined with the LoRa
low frequency radio network

• Excellent battery life (21,600 positions over
108 days with two-minute tracking intervals)

• Tracking frequency of up to every 2 minutes

• Watertightness: IP 67

The DeveryLoRa sends information every time an event of interest occurs. The rest of the time, the beacon is
on standby, using almost no energy. The beacon transmits its position once it obtains LoRa network coverage.
In case of jamming or being outside GPS coverage, the secondary location method using LoRa network
triangulation (TDOA) is automatically activated.
The accelerometer can identify three main types of event: setting off, movement and stopping. When in motion,
location is detected at set intervals, which can be as often as every 2 minutes. While the DeveryLoRa is in
standby mode, the “periscope” feature can be used to instruct the device to “wake up” and detect its location
at regular intervals.
Use case
Real-time location and active security for vehicles and stock, as well as other professional applications to keep
goods and people safe.
CHARACTERISTICS
Supplier:

Deveryware

Location methods:

Primary
u-blox MAX-M8 GPS modem, capable of receiving GPS/QZSS, GLONASS, Galileo
and BeiDou satellite signals. Reception sensitivity: -167 dBm.
Secondary
if GPS is jammed or there is a lack of coverage: location via triangulation on the LoRa
network -> TDOA
Tertiary
cellular location via LoRa network

Communication network:

LoRa

Antennae:

GPS and LoRa antennae and completely integrated magnets

Communication direction:

Bidirectional

Coverage:

France only

Dimensions/Weight:

L x Wx H -> 80 x 40 x 35 mm/190 gr

Battery life:

Lithium Ion 5200 mAh integrated battery with a battery life of up to eight months depending on usage. (2 minutes tracking intervals -> 21,600 over 108 days)

Exterior:

shrink hose with 2 magnets for attachment (6kg/cm2 each) compatible with different types of
vehicle chassis

Features:

3-axis customisable accelerometer

ADVANTAGES:

Unjammable, undetectable, autonomous, watertight

Deveryware constitutes one of Europe’s foremost experts in investigative technologies and global security services. The group and its subsidiaries cover investigation, data analysis, real time
geolocation platforms, big data, crisis management and next generation emergency alerts.
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The latest product in the Deveryware range is revolutionising the beacon market with new LoRa technology.
The first autonomous, unjammable, undetectable GPS/LoRa beacon, with numerous advantages:

